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Extreme ScienceExtreme Science

What if Researchers Duked Out Their 
Ideas on TV?

Commentary By Nicholas Regush

ABCNEWS.com

Feb 5 — Here’s an idea for a let-it-all-
hang-out network TV show that would 
make the new XFL seem downright boring 
and tired. Let’s simply call it “XS,” for 
“Extreme Science.”



Everyday World

Very Large

Very Small

Very Slow

Very Fast



How Much Can You Imagine?

• Distance to your house
• Distance to New York (800 miles)
• Distance to the Sun (93,000,000 miles)

• How much more time this guy will keep blabbing
• The time until our kids finally provide net income
• The age of our solar system (1,000,000,000 years)



Extreme astronomy is about the unimaginable regions of our universe:



Light - an electromagnetic wave which needs no medium for propagation



Our Place 
Atmosphere - Shield

Atmosphere equivalent to ~30 feet of water



What can What can 
seenseen??



Electromagnetic Waves Electromagnetic Waves 
(e.g. light)(e.g. light)

versus common senseversus common sense
Always travels at the same speed in vacuum, c,  of 3 x 10Always travels at the same speed in vacuum, c,  of 3 x 1088 meters per meters per 
secondsecond

Has waveHas wave--like properties, but can also act like a stream of particles like properties, but can also act like a stream of particles 
(photons)(photons)

Transfers energy from one place to another. even through a vacuuTransfers energy from one place to another. even through a vacuumm



As wavelength decreases the interactions of electromagnetic As wavelength decreases the interactions of electromagnetic 
waves become more particlewaves become more particle--like.like.

At high energies it generally becomes more useful to think of At high energies it generally becomes more useful to think of 
light as a stream of particles or `photons'light as a stream of particles or `photons'

A photon possesses an energy inversely proportional to its A photon possesses an energy inversely proportional to its 
wavelength. i.e. an optical photon has an energy of a few wavelength. i.e. an optical photon has an energy of a few 
electronelectron--volts, whereas an xvolts, whereas an x--ray is a thousand times this.ray is a thousand times this.

We mostly talk about things in terms of photons and their We mostly talk about things in terms of photons and their 
energies in extreme (high energy) astronomyenergies in extreme (high energy) astronomy

"Wave-Particle" Duality
(e.g. interference and photoelectric effect)



Characteristics of light sources



Photons/Waves emitted by a thermal body in an equilibrium radiation "bath" 
are described by a distribution common to many sources - The "Black-
Body" radiation curve.  Each shape is set by the temperature of the body

most famous black-body of them all

For e/m waves:

wavelength x frequency = speed (c)

Also for photons:

energy ∝ frequency ∝ 1/ wavelength

our sun



Surface of stars are in equilibrium with the radiation they produce ->
• These are blackbodies
• The shape of the spectrum classifies the surface temperature of the star
• Characteristic energy of kT (k=Boltzmann's const.)

• For our Sun surface is ~6000 deg K -> a peak in electromagnetic 
emission energies of a few electron-volts (optical)

• The Solar Corona is much hotter, typically millions of degrees -> this 
emits weakly in x-rays



"Thermal" Emitters

can be described by the black-body
distribution and therefore have a characteristic
"temperature" of radiation

Examples:

• stellar surface radiation
• clouds of dust (IR)
• planets with little atmosphere

"Non-Thermal" Emitters

Everything else.....

Examples:

• accelerated charged particle populations
• stuff falling into black holes
• LEDs



revisit



Black-Body viewed on log-log

(log(energy))



The non-thermal x-ray distribution from SN1006

This straight line behaviour in log-log
is called a power-law. Very Common in
non-thermal sources



Why Power Laws?

Example - income model..... (i) const rate of salary increase   (ii) const.chance of being fired

Start off with N0 people each at a salary S0. - what salaries do they reach?

People lost in small time interval  ∆N = - ∆t/τe×N

Salary gained in same interval    ∆S =  ∆t/τs×S

shazzam =>    log(N/N0) = - t/τe and    log(S/S0) = t/τs

At  time t   we get       -log(N/N0)τe   =     log(S/S0)τs

N/N0  = (S/S0)-γ where    γ=τs/τe

i.e. a relationship which says the proportion of people in the system which had
at least a salary S is a power-law. The power law `index' is γ - which depends on the 
relative rates of salary increase and firing.

These kind of equations are reproduced in statistical acceleration
• there is some probability of escape from acceleration region
• rate of relative energy gain is constant

In many cases the number above an energy E is   N(>E) ∝E-γ



What are energy sources?

Nuclear physics    - (e.g. Sun)

Gravitational physics  - (e.g. Black Holes)











AGNs: Relativistic Jets

• Giant elliptical galaxies
• SM black hole, accretion power (up to ~0.4Mc2)
• Relativistic jets

(3c219 courtesy NRAO/HST)

(blue x-ray
red-radio)





Blazar Emission Mechanisms

Current paradigm:
Synchrotron Self 
Compton
External Compton
Proton Induced 
Cascades
Proton Synchrotron

Energetics, mechanism for 
jet formation and collimation, 
nature of the plasma, and 
particle acceleration 
mechanisms are still poorly 
understood

(Buckley, Science, 1998)



Also cosmic-ray particles:

(most extreme power law?)







Some remarks on power law spectra:

• photon intensity spectrum    dN/dE = kE-γ (per cm2 s energy interval)

• differential energy flux  dε/dE = kE1-γ (energy per cm2 s energy interval)

• energy flux = kE2-γ (energy per cm2 s )

For photons
E=hν

so here for this `blazar'
νFν ∝ E2dN/dE



General rules on how to do extreme astronomy:General rules on how to do extreme astronomy:

• Get out of the atmosphere*

• Find devices which detect by photon counting

• Make them as big as you can

• Don't expect mirrors to reflect these photons+

* - except for high enough energies
+ - except for grazing incidence x-rays



Outline of the Course Contents:Outline of the Course Contents:

Lectures:
• x-rays
• gamma rays
• cosmic rays and neutrinos
• black holes and active galaxies
• supernova remnants
• high energy objects at other wavelengths

Activities:
• cosmic ray lab
• 3d visualization
• virtual observatory


